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Abstract. Power management strategies that allow network infrastructures to
achieve advanced functionalities with limited energy budget are expected to
induce significant cost savings and positive effects on the environment,
reducing Green House Gases (GHG) emissions. Power consumption can be
drastically reduced on individual network elements by temporarily switching
off or downclocking unloaded interfaces and line cards. At the state-of-the-art,
Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) and Low Power Idle (LPI) are the most effective
local-level techniques for lowering power demands during low utilization
periods. In this paper, by modeling and analyzing in detail the aforementioned
local strategies, we point out that the energy consumption does not depend on
the data being transmitted but only depends on the interface link rate, and hence
is throughput-independent. In particular, faster interfaces require lower energy
per bit than slower interfaces, although, with ALR, slower interfaces require
less energy per throughput than faster interfaces. We also note that for current
technologies the energy/bit is the same both at 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps, meaning
that the increase in the link rate has not been compensated at the same pace by a
decrease in the energy consumption.
Keywords: sleep mode, energy-efficiency, power consumption, low power
idle, adaptive link rate.
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Introduction

Most of the currently known non-renewable primary energy sources are becoming
scarcer and will get exhausted in only some decades. On the other hand, they are
highly polluting as their burning process emits large quantity of GHGs causing
climate changes and global warming phenomena. The current growth scenario is not
sustainable, and international init iatives are trying to decrease the energy consumption
and the GHG emissions by 20% for 2020 [1]. In order to achieve such drastic
reductions, it is necessary to adopt a radical change in the current lifestyle and
business as usual model. For such a transformat ion, the key factor is the use of
energy-efficient processes together with energy-aware solutions and policies that
increasingly explo it renewable energy sources in providing all the public utility
services. In the networking scenario, min iaturizat ion and ICT growing dynamics,

effectively described by the Moore’s and Gilder’s laws [2][3], have not had the
expected counterpart in power consumption reduction. Miniaturization has reduced
unit-power consumption but has allowed mo re logic ports to be put into the same
space, thus increasing performances and, concomitantly, power utilizat ion (a
phenomenon called rebound effect already known as Jevons paradox [4]). As a
consequence, the total power required per node is growing faster and faster.
Nevertheless, traffic dynamics often result in a significantly different network usage
which presents peaks alternated by low load periods, making roo m for power
management techniques that, while satisfying the users’ demand, exp loit the low load
periods for saving as much energy (and, thus, money) as possible. Accordingly,
adaptive power management strategies that can be implemented independently and at
different levels of granularity on each network device can be introduced at the local
equipment-level to decrease power consumption in the operational phase and bring
positive effects for the environment and significant cost savings. Power consumption
can be drastically reduced by temporarily switching off or downclocking unloaded
interfaces. In this work, such local energy containment strategies have been properly
modeled and their behavior analy zed through simulations with the goal of better
understanding their operating dynamics, strengths and weaknesses.
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Active local strategies for network energy efficiency

Experimental measurements collected fro m several network devices [5] show that in
current architectures half of the energy consumption is associated to the base system
and the other half to the number of installed line interface cards (even if idle).
Furthermore, the power consumption of the actual electronic routing/switching matrix
and line cards is, quite surprisingly, almost independent from the network load , so
that the energy demand of heavily loaded devices is only about 3% greater than tha t
of idle ones. These results suggest that it is necessary to develop energy -efficient
architectures exploit ing the ability of temporarily switching off or putting into energy
saving mode devices or subsystems (e.g. switching fabrics, line cards, I/O ports, etc.)
in order to minimize energy consumption whenever possible. Putting entire nodes into
sleep mode (per node sleep mode) may be unpractical, especially for large and highly
connected ones, since many very expensive transmission links become unused, he nce
negating significant capital investments (CAPEX) for the entire duration of the sleep
interval. Furthermore, per node sleep mode drastically reduces the overall meshing
degree, by limit ing the network reliab ility and partially negates the possibility o f
balancing the load on multiple available links/paths. On the other hand, putting into
sleep mode only single interfaces (per interface sleep mode) may introduce
considerable energy savings in particular when operating at high speeds, since, for
example, in a co mmercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Ethernet switch (Catalyst 2970 24port LAN switch) a 1000baseT interface adds about 1.8 W to the overall consumption
[6] (Table 1). Per-interface sleeping mechanis ms (ALR and LPI) have been identified
[6][7] as viable and effective solutions . In ALR, the ability to dynamically modify the
lin k rate according to the real traffic needs is used as a technique to reduce the power
consumption. Operating a device at a lower frequency can enable reductions in the

energy consumption and also allows the use of dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) for
reducing the operating voltage. This allows power to scale cubically and hence energy
consumption quadratically with operating frequency [8].
Table 1. COTS switch power consumption with varying number of interfaces.
# Active Interfaces
0
2
4
6
8

10BaseT
69.1 W
70.2 W
71.1 W
71.6 W
71.9 W

100baseTX
69.1 W
70.1 W
70.0 W
71.1 W
71.9W

1000baseT
69.1 W
72.9 W
76.7 W
80.2 W
83.7 W

For example, the Intel 82541PI Gigabit Ethernet Controller draining about 1 W at 1
Gbps full operation is able to support a smart power down feature by turning off PHY
if no signal is present on link and drops the link rate to 10 Mbps when a reduction of
energy consumption is required [9]. A lso in the last mile, the ADSL2 standard (ITU
G.992.3, G.922.4, G.992.5) is able to support multiple data rates corresponding to
different link states (L0: full rate, L2: reduced rate, L3: lin k off) for power
management sake [10]. In LPI, transmission on single interface is stopped when there
is no data to send and quickly resumed when new packets arrive, in contrast with the
continuous IDLE signal used in legacy systems. LPI defines large periods over which
no signal is transmitted and small periods during which a signal is transmitted to
synchronize the receiver. When operating in low-power mode, the elements in the
receiver can be frozen, and then awakened within a few microseconds, as reported in
Table 2 [11].
Table 2. Common wake-on-arrival strategy parameters for different interfaces technologies.
Technology
100baseTX
1000baseT
10GbaseT

Wakeup Time
30 s
16 s
4.16 s

Sleep Time
100 s
182 s
2.88 s

Average Power savings
90%
90%
90%

Significant energy savings can be obtained when the involved devices spend a
considerable fraction of their time in the low power mode. Although the savings vary
fro m device to device, the energy consumption, when the device is in low power
mode, can be as low as 10% that the one in active mode. During the transitions back
and forth from low power mode there is a considerable increase in energy
consumption as many elements in the transceiver have to be active. The actual value
will depend on the implementation and possibly ranges fro m 50% to 100% o f the
active mode energy consumption. In network environments where packet arrival rates
can be highly non-uniform, allowing interface transitions between different operating
rates or sleep/active modes can introduce additional packet delay, or even loss, due to
the associated transition times. The main issues to be add ressed are the coordination

among nodes during the transitions from and to a lo w power consumption state or
fro m a transmission rate to another one. In line of principle, these transitions should
be kept as transparent as possible to upper layer protocols and applications. Several
solutions can usefully exp loit the tradeoff between potential energy savings,
performance and transparency. For example, buffering , packet coalescing and
coordinated Ethernet strategies may be introduced, to collects packets into small
bursts and thereby creating gaps long enough to profitably sleep [6][12][13]. Potential
concerns are that buffering will add too much delay across the network and that traffic
burstiness will exacerbate the loss.
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Modeling and analyzing local energy containme nt methods

In this section, we present a model of the aforementioned local techniques built by
interpolating realistic data obtained from the available literature and experimental
measurement on available state-of-the-art hardware. We exp loited and analyzed
through simu lation some of the most interesting properties and operational features of
these techniques when applied to individual non-cooperating network devices. Let
G(V,E) be a directed graph representing the physical network topology; V the set of
vertices that represent the network nodes and E the set of edges that represent the
network links. Note that, as a (unidirectional) lin k is attached to each interface, the set
of links E actually coincides with the set of interfaces. Each interface has its own
native speed: i E, vi R={10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1000 Mbps, 10000 Mbps}
represents the native link rate of interface i. The energy/power consumption of
interfaces working at their native link rates [6][14] are illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Energy and power consumption of interfaces working at native speeds.
Native link
rate vi
10 M bps
100 M bps
1,000 M bps
10,000 M bps

Power per
interface
0.1 W
0.2 W
0.5 W
5.0 W

Energy S caling Index
(ES I) - Energy per bit
10 nJ/bit
2 nJ/bit
0.5 nJ/bit
0.5 nJ/bit

Energy Consumption Rate
(ECR) - Power per Gbps
10 W/Gbps
2 W/Gbps
0.5 W/Gbps
0.5 W/Gbps

ESI and ECR are different energy/power consumption metrics that may be reduced to equivalent
values, in fact it holds that: W/Gbps = (J/s) / (Gbit/s) = J/Gbit = nJ/bit.

Scaling the energy consumption per bit (ESI metric) reveals that the energy
consumption for forwarding one bit is not the same fo r every interface but depends on
its native link rate. In particu lar, the energy per bit is lower for faster interfaces,
mean ing that forwarding one bit on a slower interface requires more energy than on a
faster one (besides occupying the link resource for a longer time). We also note how
the energy/bit ratio is the same both at 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps, that is, there is no gain in
the energy/bit at 10 Gbps (as instead occurs when switching between 10/100 Mbps
and between 100/ 1000 Mbps). This behavior is due to the current 10 Gbps

technology, whose increase in the link rate (achieved through advanced modulation
techniques [15]) has not been compensated at the same pace by a decrease in the
energy consumption. As a result, 10 Gbps interfaces consume 10 times more energy
than 1 Gbps ones, i.e. the power consumption scales linearly fro m 1 to 10 Gbps.
Consequently, the best balance between power consumption and bit rate is reached at
1 Gbps (see Fig. 1). This situation is further stressed when the throughput is not equal
to the link rate, which corresponds to an underutilized channel. Our observations
confirm that an interface consumes the same power whatever its current throughput
is: power consumption is throughput-independent. For this reason, the link rate can be
adapted to the current throughput by using ALR with consequent energy savings.
However, the IEEE Energy Efficient Ethernet working group, when analyzing the
opportunity to adopt ALR or LPI in the 802.3az standard, decided in favor of LPI [16]
since the two strategies have been considered as alternative to be included in the
standard. Instead, we evaluate the advantages offered by a co mbination of them and
advocate the complementary use of the two strategies.

Fig. 1. Energy and power consumption of different interfaces working at their native speeds.

To model the ALR, let us consider the set R={r1 , …, rm } set of available link rates;
i E, ri R represents the working link rate, that is the link rate at which the interface
i is currently operating; obviously, it holds that i E, ri vi . In the actual standard an
interface may switch only to the set of existing lin k rates , thus R={10 Mbps, 100
Mbps, 1000 Mbps, 10000 Mbps}. According to current technologies, we consider
three possible operating modes for interfaces: (1) Off, occurs when the interface is
down; (2) LPI, interface up in low power mode and there is no data to transmit; (3)
ALR, there is data to transmit and the interface is up at working rate ri R. Let us
consider an interface i with native link rate vi and a constant data throughput td ; then,
with A LR, the interface will switch its current link rate to ri : ri-1 < td ri . In our
simu lations we found that, when using the ALR, the power consumption of an

interface i depends not only on the working link rate ri but also on the native link rate
vi . In other words, transmitting a fixed data throughput td has different power
consumption depending on the interface native link rate vi : in this case, slower
interfaces consume less power than faster ones for the same throughput td , even if
they work at the same rate ri . Th is result, quite surprising if we consider that slower
interfaces consume more energy per bit than faster ones, may be explained
considering that the different technologies adopted for reaching higher link rates [15]
lead to greater fixed power consumption for faster interfaces. In fact, as route rs, also
the interfaces have fixed and variable power consumption. The fixed part is always
present just for the interface to stay up and accounts for the control circuits, while the
variable traffic-proportional power consumption is due to the transceivers. In the
following we model such energy consumptions and show a breakdown of the
different energy components in a 10 Gbps interface.
Table 4. Power consumptions of interfaces working at different rates in {10,102 ,10 3,104 } Mbps.
vi

vi

ri

R

Mbps

Power consumption

Off / r0

0/0

v1 : 10
v2 : 102

r1
r1 /r2

10

v3 : 103

r1 /r2/r3

10/10 2 /10 3

( i , Off / r0 ) 0*
( 1 , r1 )
( 2 , r1 ) / ( 2 , r2 )
( 3 , r1 ) / ( 3 , r2 ) /

10/10 2

2

3

( 3 , r3 )

4

( 4 , r1 ) / ( 4 , r2 ) / ( 4 , r3 ) / ( 4 , r4 )
v4 : 10
r1 /r2/r3 /r4 10/10 /10 /10
* in LPI, the device only sends signals during short refresh intervals and stays quite during large
intervals so the power consumption in the LPI mode is almost 0.
4

In general, to model the fixed and the variable power consumption, we define
{ (vi ,rj ) | j = 1,2,…,m} where (vi , rj ) is the power consumption of the interface i E
with native speed vi R operating at link rate rj R and (vi , rj )< (vi , rk) j<k. Also,
we define n as the fixed power consumption of node n V accounting for its base
system, switching matrix, control circuits, etc. Note that n does not include the
power consumption of the node interfaces , which is given by the
term. Let’s see
how the term
models the power consumption of the interfaces. Let i, j E be two
interfaces with respectively native and working link rates (vi , ri ) and (vj , rj ). We can
observe that can be characterized fro m the following properties:
( i , ri ) : R R
( i , ri )  ( i , ri )
(1)

( i , ri )
( i , ri )

, i
ri , i
i

(2)

E
E

(3)

Where (1) is the functional defin ition of Ψ, (2) and (3) state the
proportionality of Ψ to the native and working link rates respectively ;

i

E : ( ri

off

ri

r0 )

( i , ri )

0

the energy consumption of an interface Off or in LPI is nearly 0;
i, j E : ( i
ri rj )
( i , ri )
( j , rj )
j

(4)
(5)

two interfaces with the same working link rate but different native link rate s have
different power consumptions ;
i, j E : ( i
ri rj )
( i , ri )
( j , rj )
(6)
j
two interfaces with the same native link rate but different working link rates have
different power consumptions ;

i, j

E:

ri

rj

i

(ri

rj

i

j

)

( j , rj ) .

( i , ri )

(7)

j

two interfaces with the same r/v ratio, but with different native/working lin k rates,
have different energy consumptions . In order to model the interfaces power
consumption in a realistic case, we first consider a two-level system, that is a system
in which interfaces may work only at two link rates: high and low power modes. The
total energy consumption is therefore given by the sum of the energy cost spent in low
power mode plus the cost in high mode. That is, the sum of the lo w-power mode
instantaneous cost times the total time spent in low-power mode plus the high-power
mode instantaneous cost times the total time spent in high-power mode. In the general
case, when more than one link rate is available, we div ide the time in intervals so that
the link rate stays constant during each interval and record the duration of each
interval. We indicate as N the number of time intervals with unchanging state so that
there are N-1 link rate transitions with changing states; if ti is the duration of the i-th
time interval (in seconds) then the total time considered is given by:
N

T

(8)

ti .
i 1

Let ri be the lin k rate in the i-th time interval; the time needed for the link rate
transition (assume that every transition requires the same time); cj the instantaneous
power consumption at link rate j;
a proportionality constant between the
instantaneous power demand cj and the corresponding link rate j so that cj = Θ + ζ · j;
Xhk the power consumption when transitioning fro m lin k rate h to link rate k. Then, for
a single interface:
N

N

cri ti
i 1

N

X ri 1ri

N

ti

i 2

N

ri ti

i 1

i 1

X ri 1ri
i 2

(9)

N

T

r T

X ri 1ri

(

r )T

( N 1) X .

i 2

For sake of simplicity, we consider all interfaces to behave in the same way. In the
realistic hypothesis [6][17] that Xhk
cmax{h,k} = ζ · max{h,k}, X r and eq. (9)
becomes:
( r )(T N ) .
(10)
Starting fro m the above energy model, co mb ined with s everal real energy
consumption observations available in literature [6][9][14][17][18], we simu lated
some native speed interfaces working at different link rates. The associated per bit
energy consumption values are shown in the chart of Fig. 2. We can see how the
energy per bit depends both from the native link rate of the interfaces and on their
actual working link rate. Furthermore, we can notice how the energy consumption of
native high-speed interfaces does not vary much when switching to lower link rates,

whilst the energy consumption of native low-speed interfaces is highly variable,
especially when working at lo w rates.

Fig. 2. Energy per bit for native interfaces operating at different link rates (interpolation
obtained by putting not defined values to 0).

In Fig. 3 we p lotted the power consumption breakdown for a s imu lated routing device
modeled with interfaces at 10 Gbps. The base systems accounts for approximately
50% of the total energy consumption while the interfaces (fixed and variable parts)
accounts for the other half.

Fig. 3. Power consumption breakdown for a router with interfaces at native link rate v = 10
Gbps and working link rates ri = 10i M bps.

As we can see, the larger interfaces energy consumption is due to the fixed part that is
independent from the link rate, while only the remain ing 15% of energy is due to the
rate-proportional energy consumption. This scenario suggests that between LPI and
ALR it is preferab le to use LPI: when there is no data to transmit, A LR sends the
continuous idle signal (which is everything but idle), whilst LPI enters the lower
power consumption mode, thus consuming lo wer energy; furthermore, the auto-

negotiation mechanism of ALR may be in the order of ms, while the sleep/wake-up
transitions of LPI only requires some s for 10 Gbps interfaces [17][19] and,
consequently, lower delay; finally, t ransmitting the same amount of data in A LR takes
longer time than LPI, since in LPI the transmission is realized at the maximu m rate,
instead in ALR the transmissions is lowered to best fit the throughput , thus occupying
the resources for longer time. The Energy-Efficient Ethernet working group has
recently adopted the LPI as power management solution for IEEE 802.3az [16].
Furthermore, the difference in energy consumption between interfaces with different
native link rates suggests also the possibility for and advanced ALR with circuit overprovisioning, i.e. a network interface may be provisioned with different circuits, say a
low and a h igh speed one, and may switch between one or other according to the
required data throughput. This solution, at the expense of increased capital
expenditures (CAPEX) for the additional hardware, may lead to decreased operational
costs (OPEX) due to the lower fixed power consumption of slow circuits. Finally, also
another possibility is given by the heterogeneity of the equipment in a network. In
fact, such heterogeneity may be explo ited by a global load-balancing schema,
implemented as part of a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm, which tries to
distribute the connection requests in such a way that the overall network energy
consumption is minimized. A best-fit allocation scheme may be implemented in order
to close match the bandwidth demands with the interfaces native link rates, so that the
fixed power consumption cost is amort ized and the maximu m efficiency is reached.

4 Conclusions
By modeling and analyzing the available local energy efficiency strategies, we
observed that faster interfaces consume less energy per bit than slower ones, but also
that, lowering the interfaces working lin k rates during low utilizat ion periods, does
not lead to the same power savings for all interfaces but dep ends on the interface
native link rate. Nat ive slower interfaces (e.g., 100 Mbps) consume less power than
native faster interfaces (e.g., 1,000 Mbps) for transmitting the same throughput (e.g.,
80 Mbps) due to the higher fixed power consumption that comes with faster
interfaces. In other words, while the energy-per-bit is lower for faster interfaces, with
the ALR the energy-per-throughput is lower for slower interfaces. Furthermore, we
observed that the energy consumption of native high -speed interfaces does not vary
much when switching to lower link rates, whilst the energy consumption of native
low-speed interfaces is highly variable, especially when working at low rates. Finally,
we point out that the different fixed and variable power consumptions of int erfaces
may be exp loited by circuit over-provisioning techniques as well as load balancing
schemes for minimizing the overall energy consumption and, thus, network
operational costs.
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